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1 IntroductionThe L0 project at ICSI and UC Berkeley attempts to combine not only vision and naturallanguage modelling, but also learning. The original task was put forward in (Feldman et al.1990a) as a touchstone task for AI and cognitive science in a very simple form:The system is given examples of pictures paired with true statements aboutthose pictures in an arbitrary natural language. (See Figure 1.)The system is to learn the relevant portion of the language well enough so thatgiven a novel sentence of that language, it can determine whether or not thesentence is true of the accompanying picture.There are a number of attractive features of this general task. It is strictly behavioraland theory-free: nothing has been said about the theory or methodology that should beemployed in the task. The problem is closed in the sense that one cannot appeal to someforthcoming result in a related domain that will complete the story|the system has to dothe whole job. There is no stipulation of how much should be built into the system andhow much learned. And the requirement that the same system should work for equivalentfragments of any natural language rules out ad hoc solutions.As it turns out, a number of other groups were looking at similar tasks and there isnow a modest body of work (Suppes et al. 1991; Nenov & Dyer 1993; Nenov & Dyer 1994;Siskind 1992) on the Miniature Language Acquisition task. Our own research has (as weexpected) developed in ways that we didn't expect. This paper presents a brief reprise ofthe e�ort and a description of its current state in late 1994.From the outset it was clear that we would not be able to attack the fully integratedL0 task at once. The �rst round of e�ort broke it down into three projects, each of whichbegged a major question. The �rst project ignored the learning issue and concentratedon building a system that could be reprogrammed readily to solve the L0 problem for anarbitrary natural language. There were a number of important lessons learned, primarily inthe subtle semantics of spatial language, but it took well under a year to build up a hand-adaptable system (Feldman et al. 1990b; Weber & Stolcke 1990). Our wizards, AndreasStolcke and Susan Weber, got to the point where it took only an hour or so to realize L0for a new language, given a sophisticated informant. This test-bed project was abandoned,but aspects of it are still appearing in current work.The other two pieces of the original partition have taken a bit longer. These dividedthe learning aspects of L0 into a single-word concept learning task (suppressing syntax) anda syntax learning task that assumes or ignores semantics. These turned into the doctoraltheses of Terry Regier and Andreas Stolcke, respectively. We believe that the two e�ortscould be combined to solve the original L0 task and we might try this as a student project,but it now seems more important to extend the task and solutions. This is best understoodin the context of what has been done already. Although the concept learning system wascompleted earlier it is convenient to �rst describe the state of our progress on grammarlearning. 1



"the dark circle is above the light triangle"Figure 1: A typical picture{statement pairing.2 Grammar Learning in L0Grammar induction in the context of L0 has a two-fold function. On one hand it induces aprobabilistic, syntactic model of the language, using only the provided positive samples asinput. Secondly, it augments the induced syntactic model with rules for semantic features,including those representing the provided `meaning' of the sample sentences. The result-ing combined model is a probabilistic mapping that assigns both syntactic structure andmeaning (within the limits of L0 semantics) to a sentence.Note that the way the L0 task is posed, the syntactic aspect of learning is entirelyancillary: in principle the learning agent could construct and represent the correspondencebetween surface forms and semantics without any notion of syntax. However, it is generallyaccepted that syntactic structures have an independent motivation and are useful in bothdescribing and processing language, although linguistic theories disagree as to the degreeto which syntax should be considered `autonomous.'2.1 Induction of context-free grammarsOur approach to syntactic learning can be broadly described as learning of probabilisticcontext-free grammars using a Bayesian inference framework and model merging as theprincipal induction operator. We will explain this approach by elaborating each of theseterms in turn.Probabilistic grammars. In this framework, a grammar G is a probability distributionover all possible sequences of words, i.e., it assigns a number P (xjG) between 0 and 1to a string x, such that the probabilities of all strings sum to 1. Such an approach hasseveral advantages over a simple all-or-nothing concept of grammar. For example, it allows2



objective comparisons of candidate grammars vis-a-vis a sample corpus or a given targetgrammar (by evaluating the sample probabilities or the relative entropies, respectively). Aparticularly appealing aspect of the probabilistic approach is that is provides an intuitive andformally simple solution for an old dilemma: how to learn a grammar (or more generally,any binary classi�cation) in the absence of negative evidence, i.e., sentences labeled asnon-grammatical. Under the assumption that the `true grammar' is also probabilistic andgenerates the sample data according to the distribution it de�nes, it becomes possible inprinciple to identify the correct grammar (or an equivalent one) given su�ciently manydata, by choosing the one that maximizes the probability over the data.Context-free grammars. The particular variant of syntactic probabilistic grammarsused in L0 is the stochastic context-free grammar (SCFG). This is an extension of stan-dard context-free grammars (CFGs) in which each production X ! � has an associatedprobability P (X ! �), the conditional probability of choosing the right-hand side � whennonterminal X is to be expanded. The context-free nature of non-probabilistic CFGs isextended by the stipulation that the expansion of a nonterminal X is conditionally inde-pendent of the surrounding context, given X itself. This assumption is clearly violatedin natural language, but seems adequate for L0, and keeps the formalism computationallytractable.Bayesian inference. Belief about the plausibility of a grammar in the light of datais formalized as a probability distribution over all possible grammars. Thus the priordistribution P (G) embodies belief in the validity of grammar G before having observed anysamples. The posterior distribution P (GjX), on the other hand, gives the revised belief inG after having observed the data X . Both are related by a factor that expresses how wellthe grammar G explains the data X , which is known as the likelihood P (X jG). Bayes' Lawrelates the three quantities: P (GjX) = P (G)P (X jG)P (X)Bayesian inference implies �nding a grammar with maximal posterior probability giventhe observed data. The Bayesian framework thus provides a normative approach to theinference of grammars from �nite data. (In the limit of in�nite data the Bayesian approachdegenerates to the simple comparison of likelihoods P (X jG), since that term will come todominate the prior P (G) in the above equation.)Bayesian inference also incorporates (a version of) Occam's Razor, or a default prefer-ence for simpler over more complex models. The Bayesian version of Occam's Razor comesin two variants: for the discrete parts of grammar (i.e., its rule structure), the total priorprobability mass has to be allocated over all possible grammar structures. Since the numberof structural choices grows with the grammar size (measured, e.g., by the number of nonter-minals, productions, etc.) each of these larger grammars will receive less prior probabilitythan a smaller one. This is just a probabilistic reformulation of our intuition that succinctgrammars are to be preferred over profuse ones, other things being equal. The second vari-ant of Occam's Razor, know in the literature as `Occam factors' (Gull 1988), concerns thecomparison of models with continuous parameters (e.g., rule probabilities). Here, modelswith fewer parameters are inherently preferred by the Bayesian approach since the prior3



probability over the continuous parameter space has to be spread `thinner' if that space hasmore dimensions. Again, this is just a mathematical reection of our intuitive preferencefor models that leave less free open choices, provided they explain the data equally well.Within this broad characterization it is now possible in principle to construct priordistributions for grammars that reect very speci�c theoretical biases. For example, wecould construct a prior that assigns zero or very low probability to all context-free grammarsthat do not conform to the stipulations of X-bar syntax. This is known among Bayesians asan informative prior. On the other hand we have uninformative priors that simply spreadthe prior probability evenly in a more or less neutral fashion (clearly prior informativenessis a matter of degree).We have generally taken the latter approach, since one of the interesting theoreticalquestions at this point is to what extent linguistic knowledge can be inferred with minimalbuilt-in bias. Since the L0 task is clearly a rather simple linguistic domain we would expectthat a `knowledge-free' approach be successful here if not elsewhere.One convenient way to construct prior distributions on grammars is to devise ways toencode them. For example, we could encode each nonterminal in an SCFG using a certainnumber of bits (dependent on the total number of nonterminals), and use those codes tocompile a list of all rules. The length of the entire encoding is now a precise version ofwhat we can mean by the size `(G) of a grammar G. Each coding scheme now de�nesa prior distribution on grammars by virtue of a standard dualism between encodings andprobabilities: a grammar receives a probability proportional to e�`(G). A grammar becomeless probable by a constant factor> 1 for each bit more that it takes to encode it. Conversely,by a theorem of information theory, each prior P (G) corresponds to an encoding in whichG is conveyed using � log P (G) bits. The Bayesian approach thus becomes equivalent tothe principle of induction by minimum description length (MDL) (Rissanen 1983; Wallace& Freeman 1987).1Model merging. Given the Bayesian framework, it is in principle possible to �nd thegrammar G that maximizes the posterior probability P (GjX) by examining all possiblegrammars. Horning (1969) has shown that there is an e�ective procedure for doing thisprovided that we can enumerate all possible grammars in order of decreasing prior proba-bility. However, such an enumeration would not be practical even for grammatical domainsof modest size.An alternative is to use clever heuristics that guide the search through the grammaticalmodel space in an e�cient (but not necessarily optimal) fashion. Intuitively, we wouldlike this search to be data-driven, i.e., informed by the observed data, and not just blindlygenerating and testing hypotheses. Omohundro (1992) has recently made an argument formodel merging as an e�cient solution to this problem, which can be applied in a variety ofdomains and which has some degree of cognitive plausibility. The model merging approachhas since been applied successfully to Bayesian inference in the domain of �nite-state prob-abilistic grammars (Stolcke & Omohundro 1993; Wooters & Stolcke 1994), and the currentapproach for L0 is a direct extension of that work.1In this framework, informative priors, or linguistic theories, can be seen as very specialized codes thatprovide short descriptions for all theory-conforming grammars, leaving the long descriptions for the non-conforming ones. 4



The two basic ideas in model merging are:Data incorporation Initially, with little or sparse data, build a model that directly mir-rors the data. This corresponds to a `case-based' approach, were the best one cando is record past experiences hoping that they will be repeated in similar or identicalform in the future.Applied to the domain of language, this means that in the absence of an applicablemodel (or if the grammar doesn't match the new data), the learner simply adds newwords, sentences, etc. to a list of exceptions yet to be explained.Merging Whenever possible and warranted by a `goodness' criterion, merge, or combine,models or submodels. The merging operation, which is dependent on the domain,usually represents a generalization step.This step will be illustrated below using the L0 domain as an example.The incorporation step in the case of grammars is usually straightforward and involvesthe creation of new, specialized rules to account for the new data. For example, if our newsample is2a circle is below a triangleand not yet accounted for by the grammar, we add a top-level production for the sentence,as well as one lexical rule for each word:S --> A1 A2 A3 A4 A1 A5A1 --> aA2 --> circleA3 --> isA4 --> belowA5 --> triangleThe merging operation for context-free grammars comes in two variants. A paradigmaticmerging operation involves coalescing two nonterminals. Suppose we add to the above rulesone for the sentence a circle is below a circle:S --> A1 A2 A3 A4 A1 A2A (paradigmatic) merging step on the nonterminals A2 and A5 would involve replacing alloccurrence of these two nonterminals with a new symbol, say, A25.S --> A1 A25 A3 A4 A1 A25A25 --> circle--> triangle2The convention used throughout this section is that typewriter font denotes concrete example, whereasitalics are used for generic names. Nonterminals have uppercase names, while lowercase is reserved forterminals (words). 5



As a result of merging, entire productions may be coalesced as they have become identical.What causes `good' merges (as the one above) to take preference over `bad' merges (suchas A1 with A2)? This is where the probabilistic approach becomes crucial. All productionshave probabilities reecting the relative frequencies with which each was observed in (i.e.,accounted for) the data. A `bad' merge is generally one that causes the probabilities tochange in such a way as to lower the probability of the data P (X jG) more than other, `good'merges. The merge in the example above is good because it allows the two S productions tobe coalesced, thereby lending high probability to the merged rule (and hence to the samplesusing that rule).Alas, it is easily seen that the likelihood P (X jG) can never increase as a result ofmerging; the best that can happen is that is stays unchanged. However, the Bayesianposterior probability of the grammar P (GjX) does increase as a result of merging if thelikelihood remains the same, since the prior will prefer a grammar with fewer nonterminals(and possibly fewer productions as well). More generally, the prior can compensate for(small) drops in the likelihood. Intuitively, this means that the data justi�es a generalizationbeyond the observed data, due to the simpli�cation this would bring to the grammar.To infer general context-free grammars a second operation, syntagmatic merging orchunking is required. This involves replacing nonterminals that occur adjacently in theright-hand sides of productions by a single, new nonterminal. For example, starting withthe ruleS --> A1 A25 A3 A4 A1 A25we are tempted to chunk the sequence A1 A25 to derive a new grammar containingS --> A6 A3 A4 A6A6 --> A1 A25The new nonterminal A6 can now enter into more merging and chunking.The combination of description length prior and likelihood as our inference criterion willagain distinguish `good' from `bad' chunks. For example, the above choice is good mainlybecause it causes productions to be shortened. Also, chunks can be found bene�cial simplybecause they create nonterminals that feed into merging such that new generalizations canbe expressed.Summary and results The overall picture can now be described as follows. After for-mulating a prior for context-free grammars, our learner starts incorporating samples into aworking grammar. It constantly examines possible merging and chunking operations, eval-uating them according to the posterior grammar probability they produce. Operations thatgive improvements are applied in a best-�rst manner, until no more changes are warranted(and until new data arrives).This simple description glosses over a number of non-trivial technical problems, mostlyhaving to do with e�cient search, locality of the evaluation metric etc., but we believe tohave found adequate solutions to most of these. (For example, when evaluating the goodnessof a chunking operation it is necessary to look ahead to the merging operations it enablesto assess its true merit.) 6



Another interesting problem is how the learning process is a�ected by noise. Due to bothits case-based and its probabilistic character the merging methodology handles `outliers'quite well. They are simply added to the grammar as exceptions, and will eventuallyreceive very low probability, unless supported by similar samples. Such low probabilityelements of the grammar can then be pruned, either on-line or in a post-processing step.Using simple non-informative description length priors we have been successful in �nd-ing very reasonable syntactic description for L0 fragments in a number of languages. Forexample, in the case of English, our procedure groups words into lexical categories fornouns, pronouns, transitive/intransitive verbs, adjectives, as well as the standard NP andPP phrase structures. For languages such as German the merging process correctly identi�eslexical subcategories for the purpose of agreement and case assignment, and builds phrasestructure rules reecting these constraints (e.g., gender agreement between determiners andnouns). The Bayesian grammar learner can likewise induce grammars containing recursiveproductions, such as required to account for embedded relative clauses or chains of adjec-tives in noun phrases. A more detailed study of grammatical model merging for SCFGsand other probabilistic models can be found in (Stolcke & Omohundro 1994).We have no illusions that our method can, by itself, derive arbitrarily sophisticatedgrammars for the more complex kinds of linguistic phenomena. Such a task would requireconsiderable work both on the representations involved and the necessary learning algo-rithms. But we believe that the Bayesian model merging approach as shown for the L0task provides a rather general framework from with fundamental ideas can be applied tomore demanding domains. Moreover, in many applications it is acceptable to use prob-abilistic context-free grammars as mere approximations to the `true' underlying syntacticdistributions. For such uses we believe to have found a very useful tool.2.2 Learning simple feature-based semanticsAs in the case of syntax, learning of semantic interpretation rules for L0 is based on a proba-bilistic model. Even more than before, we will be interested in the discretized version of thismodel, but the probabilistic formulation enables us to apply the principles of probabilisticinduction laid out earlier.Probabilistic feature grammars The sentence semantics in L0 can be adequately rep-resented as a collection of features. A sentence likea circle touches a squarehas a meaning represented as the following set of features names and values:rel: TOUCH, tr: CIRCLE, lm: SQUAREwhere rel (relation), tr (trajector) and lm (landmark), as well as TOUCH, CIRCLE, SQUAREare supposedly language-independent constants of the conceptual language interfacing thelanguage learner with the rest of L0.The fundamental, simplifying assumption in our approach is that these feature valuesoriginate from syntactic or lexical rules, and are combined according to rules of compo-sitional, propositional semantics. For example, the meaning components TOUCH, CIRCLE7



and SQUARE are thought to be attached to the lexical rules generating the words touch,circle, square.3 The syntactic rules that give rise to the complete sentence contain sim-ilar speci�cations that cause these values to eventually appear on the observed top-levelfeatures.The rules that propagate the feature values through the syntactic structure are ex-tensions of context-free rules, and similar to those found in many feature-based grammartheories (Shieber 1986). Consider a simple context-free rule involving some nonterminalsX , Y and Z: X ! Y ZX:f = Y:g [p1]X:f = Z:h [p2]This one determines that in a syntactic environment where nonterminal X expands to Yand Z, the feature f on X (briey, X:f) takes on the value of Y:g with probability p1, orthe value of Z:h with probability p2 (any number of such probabilistic assignments couldbe speci�ed). In our current formulation, the dependence among features is a directed one:those belonging to the left-hand side nonterminal get to chose probabilistically among thevalues on the right-hand side, unlike non-probabilistic feature-based formalisms where therelation is a symmetrical constraint.Feature values may also be speci�ed directly, as is typically done at the level of lexicalrules: X ! circleX:f = CIRCLE [p]Thus, the collection of probabilistic feature rules determines, for a given syntactic struc-ture, the distribution of feature values appearing at the S node of the sentence. At the Snode we have certain feature names determined by convention, but in the remaining partsof the structure features name are entirely arbitrary; only their relation to each other isimportant for determining the sentence semantics.Feature grammar merging Learning of feature assignment rules follows the modelmerging framework previously shown for syntactic rules alone. As before, the data incor-poration step creates rules that are designed to speci�cally generate the samples observed.Samples now consist of paired sentences and top-level feature bundles. Hence the samplesentence a circle touches a square (with the semantic features given earlier) is incor-porated by creating productionsS --> A CIRCLE TOUCHES A SQUARES.tr = `circle'S.lm = `square'S.rel = `touch'A --> a3The coinciding spellings are an artifact or our using English as a metalanguage.8



CIRCLE --> circleSQUARE --> squareTOUCHES --> touchesThe merging operators for probabilistic feature grammars fall into two groups. Thesyntactic merging operators (nonterminal merging and chunking) can still be used, andare simply adapted to preserve the feature speci�cations in the semantic part of the rulesinvolved.. In addition, we require new operators that speci�cally generalize feature descrip-tions. The �rst such operation, feature attribution, takes a feature value assignment andreplaces it with a feature equality involving a newly created feature. Consider the twoproductionsS --> A CIRCLE IS BELOW A SQUARES.tr = `circle'S.lm = `square'S.rel = `below'S --> A SQUARE TOUCHES A TRIANGLES.tr = `square'S.lm = `triangle'S.rel = `touch'along with the obvious lexical productions expanding the preterminals A, CIRCLE, IS, etc.,which are as yet without semantics, e.g.,SQUARE --> squareA feature attribution operation can now associate the nonterminal SQUARE with a newlycreated ad hoc feature f1 and the value `square':S --> A CIRCLE IS BELOW A SQUARES.tr = `circle'S.lm = SQUARE.f1S.rel = `below'S --> A SQUARE TOUCHES A TRIANGLES.tr = SQUARE.f1S.lm = `triangle'S.rel = `touch'SQUARE --> squareSQUARE.f1 = `square'However, this is just one of the possibilities, and we rely on the probability maximizationstrategy, as well as the interplay with other operators to prevent inappropriate featureattribution (such as SQUARE with `circle').The second new feature operator is feature merging itself, meaning the coalescing of twofeature names and the concomitant rewriting and merging of feature assignment rules. Forexample, after another feature attribution, the �rst of the S productions above gives rise toS --> A CIRCLE IS BELOW A SQUARE 9



S.tr = CIRCLE.f1S.lm = SQUARE.f2S.rel = `below'CIRCLE --> circleCIRCLE.f1 = `circle'SQUARE --> squareSQUARE.f2 = `square'One syntactic merging step (CIRCLE and SQUARE into N), immediately followed by featuremerging of f1 and f2 into f, �nally producesS --> A N IS BELOW A NS.tr = N.fS.lm = N.fS.rel = `below'N --> circleN.f = `circle'--> squareN.f = `square'This concludes the overview of the syntactic and semantic merging operators. Theoperators and their combinations are evaluated in a beam search procedure that tries to�nd a grammar with high posterior probability. As in syntax-only learning, grammarsare evaluated according to a Bayesian criterion that combines data �t (likelihood) andconciseness of the grammar (expressed as a prior distribution derived from the grammardescription length).Results and outlook Using these techniques we were successful in inducing grammarsfor L0 fragments of English and German, using only the syntactico-semantic distributionalevidence contained in randomly generated samples. These fragments encompass intran-sitive, transitive, and prepositional object sentences, using simple noun phrases (possiblycontaining adjectival modi�ers). Note that the semantic representation so far allows norecursion, and due to that the syntactic range of these fragments is more limited than inthe syntax-only learning scenario. On the other hand, we were able to construct trainingcorpora which demonstrate that the semantic aspect of learning can disambiguate syntacticstructure. For example, it is possible to have sample sets of transitive sentences for whicha \verb phrase" grouping subjects with verbs has equal posterior probability as the tra-ditional verb-object grouping. However, such devious structures become less favored oncefeatures are added to the training corpus. Limited space prevents us from working througha detailed example at this point; the reader is referred to (Stolcke 1994).Future work on the learning of probabilistic feature grammars aims at relaxing some ofthe purposely simpli�ed aspects of the current model, with the goal of better approximatingthe use of feature structures in standard linguistic theories. For example, feature valuesshould be allowed to propagate probabilistically in any direction, as opposed to only bottom-up as in the current formulation. Another important extension would include hierarchicalfeature structures. 10
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Figure 2: Examples from Mixtec and German3 Lexical Spatial Semantics3.1 The Linguistic Categorization of SpaceThe linguistic categorization of space is a topic that has captured the attention of linguistsand other cognitive scientists for a number of years. There is good reason for this: space isan attractive semantic domain in that it is concrete and tangible, and yet still a�ords a gooddeal of subtlety in its semantic structure. In this respect it resembles the domain of color,another objectively measurable domain which has attracted work in semantics (Berlin &Kay 1969).In addition, space (along with time) has a privileged position as a fundamental concep-tual structuring device in language, a position which most other domains, color included,do not share. Lako� (1987) points out that such fundamental concepts as those relatingto time and space tend to be used in many other concepts throughout a given linguisticsystem, often through metaphor, and are not localized to isolated domains of experience,as most other concepts (e.g. socialism) are.Space is also attractive as a domain of semantic inquiry because there is considerablecross-linguistic variation in spatial systems. The notion of cross-linguistic variation in con-ceptual systems and modes of thought has long been a subject of fascination for linguists (seeWhorf (1956) for an early and extremely inuential example). Such di�erences in spatialsystems are sometimes quite dramatic, but more often than not they are rather subtle, par-ticularly when one compares closely related languages. provides examples of non-Englishspatial structuring, from Mixtec (Brugman 1983), a Mexican Indian language, and fromGerman. In Figure 2(a) we see two spatial con�gurations which would both be categorizedas above in English, but which receive distinct categorizations in Mixtec, which is sensitiveto the major axis orientation of objects. Similarly, in (b) we see two con�gurations both of11



Figure 3: A movie: Russian iz-podwhich would be categorized as on in English, but which are treated distinctly in German,in which the orientation of supporting surfaces is semantically signi�cant. An exhaustivecataloging of cross-linguistic variation in spatial systems is of course well beyond the scopeof this article.Despite all this variation, there must also exist commonalities across languages by virtueof the fact that all linguistic spatial systems are based on human experience of space, whichis in turn constrained by the nature of the human perceptual system and the nature of theworld around us. The point of interest here is that the varying spatial systems all derivefrom the same neural mechanisms and the same experiences with objects, gravity, and thelike.This leads us to ask the following question:What sort of system could adapt itself to so many di�erent structurings of space,as the human capacity for categorizing space can?We present a connectionist model which learns the perceptually grounded semantics oflexemes for spatial events and relations from a range of languages. Thus, it provides at leasta preliminary model of the human capacity for lexicalizing spatial events and relations, anda preliminary answer to the above question.3.2 The ModelImagine a set of movies of simple 2-dimensional objects moving relative to one another, suchthat each movie has been correctly labeled as a positive instance of some natural languagespatial term. The movies may be of arbitrary length. For example, presents such a movie,a positive example of the Russian preposition iz-pod, which has no single-word English12



counterpart, but translates to \out from underneath". The connectionist model presentedhere takes a set of such movies, each labeled as a positive example of some spatial termfrom some language, and learns the association between words and the events or relationswhich they describe. Once such a system has successfully accomplished this task, it shouldbe able to determine which of the spatial terms it has learned would be appropriate fordescribing a movie not previously seen. The system's task as a whole can be viewed as:Learning how to perceive simple spatial relations, both static and dynamic, so asto name them as a speaker of a particular language would.Clearly, if this system is to be taken as a model of the human capacity for lexicalizingspatial relations and events, it must be able to perform this learning task for spatial termsfrom any language. Furthermore, it should be able to learn without the bene�t of explicitnegative instances, as children appear to acquire language under those conditions. While itis unlikely that the model as currently constructed can learn an arbitrary human linguisticspatial system, the model does learn systems of spatial terms from a range of languageswith disparate categorizations of space. And it learns from positive evidence only. Thus itbegins to answer the question posed above: it provides an indication of what sort of systemcould adapt itself to the various structurings of space found in the world's languages.The key to the model's design is its incorporation of a number of structural devices whichare motivated by neurobiological and psychophysical evidence concerning the human visualsystem. The model contains motivated structures of three sorts: (a) orientation-sensitivecells, (b) cells with circularly symmetric center-surround receptive �elds, and (c) a tripartiterepresentation of motion trajectories which consists of separate subrepresentations for thestarting point, ending point, and path taken.There is evidence for each of these structures in the human visual system. The criticalpoint is that the incorporation of these structures into the model is in keeping with the spiritof inquiry into issues of semantic universality and relativity that motivates the work as awhole. After all, the central tension is between cross-linguistic variation on the one hand,and the knowledge that languages must have some semantic structure in common simplybecause all humans have essentially the same perceptual system. The model presentedhere �ts in as an element of this line of inquiry, as it is a linguistic learning system whosearchitecture is inspired by neurobiological and psychophysical insights into the workings ofthe human visual system.presents the model's overall architecture, with the non-linguistic structures we have beendiscussing highlighted. As shown in the �gure, the model is con�gured to learn a set ofEnglish spatial terms. Once a movie has been shown to the trained network, the nodes cor-responding to those lexemes which describe the event shown should be fully activated. Themodel is trained using the connectionist error back-propagation training algorithm (Rumel-hart et al. 1986), while its architecture is informed by the design philosophy of adaptivestructured connectionism. The fundamental idea behind this philosophy is the combinationof elaborate innate structure, such as that found in actual neural structures in the brain,with the remarkable adaptability that characterizes their operation.4 The model illustratedin Figure 4 is an example of this: the neurobiologically and psychophysically motivated4The general idea of structuring connectionist learning networks is not new; see for example (LeCun 1989;Keeler et al. 1991; Mozer et al. 1991; Guyon et al. 1991), among others. What distinguishes adaptive13
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structures mentioned above are embedded in a trainable network whose parameters areadjusted during training to come to reect the spatial structuring of a particular language.Although we shall not be able to describe this network in detail, a few words regarding itsoperation and rami�cations are in order. The model has learned the perceptual groundingfor spatial lexemes from English, Mixtec, German, Bengali, and Russian, and preliminarytesting has yielded encouraging results for Japanese as well. For all languages, generalizationto test sets is excellent. The model is able to learn without the bene�t of explicit negativeevidence, and as a result of its structure and operation, gives rise to a number of linguisticpredictions concerning which semantic features one may or may not expect to �nd in spatiallexemes in the world's languages. We refer the interested reader to (Regier 1992; Regier1993) for further details.4 Current and Planned E�ortsThe problem of learning and representing spatial relations terms in the world's languageis extraordinarily di�cult, and Regier's model is only a beginning. It is limited to 2-dimensional representations, and to arti�cial scenes with geometrical �gures. In addition,it lacks force dynamics, deixis, object grouping, imposed framing, polysemy, and much muchmore. Like any other fully explicit model, it makes one realize just how di�cult the job is.Regier's model is, of course, limited to spatial relations concepts and does not includeany of the metaphorical apparatus necessary to characterize abstract concepts. At presentthere is no serious model of any signi�cant portion of the system of metaphorical mappingsneeded to characterize abstract concepts.Most important, Regier's model does not characterize spatial inferences. To do so,it would need to include some ability to do binding. Such capabilities are available inconnectionist models, but until some form of binding is incorporated into some version ofRegier's model, this gap remains. There are also a number of other problems with inferencein Regier's model discussed below. Both of the current semantic projects focus on extendingthe representation from layers of units to more active recurrent connectionist networks. Itis not clear how far we can go with the existing models, but we are convinced that someversion of the schema story presented below is needed for further progress.4.1 Modelling Verb Semantics for Hand Actions4.1.1 The Task and Its MotivationA new project is underway which extends the domain of the original L0 task. David Bailey'sthesis work involves the learning of verbs which apply to activities performed with the hand,such as push, pull, get, drop, and squeeze, and perhaps harder words such as open, feel, stopand whoops. We hypothesize that the semantics of these terms can be expressed (andlearned) in terms of suitably-de�ned, relatively high-level action \schemas"|essentiallycompiled plans|which the child already possesses when he comes to the language learningtask, and which reect the parameterizations of the underlying neural control mechanisms.structured connectionism is its emphasis on the use of highly domain-speci�c structure, such as that focusedupon here, rather than very general techniques such as weight-sharing across temporal or spatial locations.15



The goal, then, is to build a system, containing a set of schemas for common handactions, which can learn the semantics of the hand-action verbs of any single natural lan-guage, from labelled examples of these schemas executing in various world con�gurations.The resulting representations must be \active" in the sense that the system, in addition tolabelling its activities, must be able to realistically carry out verbal commands in a varietyof world con�gurations.Once this task is solved, there are several natural extensions to consider. For instance,we can extend the system so that it can learn new, complex tasks by verbal instructionin terms of already-learned verbs (e.g., \to open, grab then pull"). Alternatively, we canmodel the learning of schemas themselves from goal-based experimentation, as well as thereorganization of schemas based on the language learning.This project shares many of the motivations of Regier's work, but adds the following:� A traditional contrast exists in AI between \procedural" and \declarative" formsof knowledge. The procedural form facilitates control, while the declarative formsupports exible reasoning. A challenge presented by this task is that our schemasmust support both uses; they must be able to drive (simulated) behavior, but mustalso support linguistic mappings and compositional reasoning.� If schemas as well as verbs are to be learned, we have another pair of opposing con-straints on their representation: for lexical semantics we prefer a rich, detailed repre-sentation; but for schema learning, we prefer the simplest possible representation. Agoal is to �nd a midpoint which is tractable for learning but su�cient for language.Interesting issues also arise from the potential interaction of these two learning tasks.The order of lexical acquisition may depend on and be partially explained by ongoingschema development. Moreover, the language learning task may be able to capitalizeon starting out with a smaller schema set. More interestingly, language learning itselfmay cause re-organization of the schema knowledge, permitting the modelling or pre-diction of so-called Whorf e�ects. For example, when a verb becomes associated withtwo distinct schemas (e.g., pull for both PULL-BY-ROPE and PULL-BY-HANDLE),there may follow a consolidation into a single parameterized schema, facilitating thesharing of strategies by the two (say, PULL-BY<GRABBABLE-PART>).� This project connects with Srini Narayanan's thesis work (described below) involvingthe mapping of narratives in the \abstract" domain of politics and economics intoactivities of the body, so that abstract inferences and predictions may be made viathis mapping to bodily knowledge. We are hoping that similar schema representationswill su�ce for both projects.4.1.2 SchemasActivity sequences and plans seem to be characterized by \key events" which cause a tran-sition from one action to another. Furthermore, it appears that atomic (though parameter-ized) primitive actions su�ce at this level of representation. For example, a GET-OBJECTschema may work as follows: 16



\Concurrently move hand in direction of object and open �st, until contactoccurs. Then close �st until all �ve �ngers are exerting pressure p. Then movehand up and toward self."Thus, we can represent schemas as �nite state machines, with a few extensions. First,since multiple primitive actions can take place simultaneously, we need a mechanism forconcurrency. Second, we would like our agent's set of schemas to be hierarchical to maximizereuse of simple task strategies when implementing complex tasks, so we plan to utilize thestandard augmented transition network (ATN) strategy of allowing actions on transitionsto invoke entire (sub-)schemas. Third, we plan to parameterize our schemas along variousdimensions, such as object size, speeds, forces, directions, etc. The parameters are used bythe schema to compute parameters of its primitive actions and sub-schemas.4.1.3 Learning SemanticsIn many cases, verb semantics will be expressible as schema invocations with particularparameter settings. As an example, consider the following excerpt from Webster's OnlineThesaurus:\TAKE, SEIZE, GRASP, CLUTCH, SNATCH, GRAB mean to get hold of byor as if by catching up with the hand. TAKE is a general term applicable to anymanner of getting something into one's possession or control; SEIZE impliesa sudden and forcible movement in getting hold of something tangible or anapprehending of something eeting or elusive when intangible; GRASP stressesa laying hold so as to have �rmly in possession; CLUTCH suggests avidity oranxiety in seizing or grasping and may imply less success in holding; SNATCHsuggests more suddenness or quickness but less force than SEIZE; GRAB impliesmore roughness or rudeness than SNATCH."If our GET-OBJECT schema were parameterized as GET-OBJECT<speed, force, se-curity, precision>, we might translate the above set of terms as shown in Table 1. (Notewe are not able to make all distinctions|more on this below.)speed force security precisiontake any any any anyseize HIGH HIGH any anysnatch HIGH LO/MED any anygrasp any any HIGH anygrip any any HIGH anygrab any any any LOWclutch any HIGH LOW anyTable 1: Verb mappings to the GET-OBJECT schema.17
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Figure 5: Architecture of the verb-learning system.However, other verbs (such as those encoding only goal-achievement) may map directlyto entire schemas, and still others may depend on details of the execution of schemas such asthe number of times a loop is taken. The general system architecture shown in is designed tohandle all these cases. A central feature of the architecture is the introduction of a middlelayer between schemas and verbs, consisting of a feature vector representing the salientcharacteristics of a given schema execution. The feature layer is a reduced|and static|description of a dynamic and complex schema execution, and thus provides a strong bias tothe learning component, hopefully rendering the learning process tractable. Note that themappings between the feature and verb layers are bi-directional, a simple consequence ofour requirement to be able to drive behavior based on verbal commands. Of course, we mustaccount for the connection between schemas and this feature layer as well. This portion ofour system is hand-designed and hardwired, as opposed to learned. Feature extractors mapfrom schemas to features, and perform functions ranging from simply passing along theexecuting schema's goal, to summarizing parameters on the schema's primitive actions, toproviding aspectual information based on the pattern of states visited during the execution.In the reverse direction, feature-based constraints guide schema execution by either directingcontrol ow or inuencing parameter values, in accordance with the current feature vector.18



4.1.4 StatusAt this point work is proceeding along several fronts. Most importantly, we are implement-ing a simple version of our architecture for the very limited domain of motions of a cubealong a horizontal surface, starting with the hand in contact with the cube. This restric-tion allows us to focus almost exclusively on parameterization issues, since there is just asingle schema and its �nite-state structure is trivial. We are working on learning the verbmappings via a clustering algorithm which can handle both numerical and non-numericalparameters simultaneously, and which is also capable of representing multiple prototypesfor verbs which require them.Additionally, we are in a continual process of collecting data on the crosslinguistic vari-ations in hand-action verbs, by eliciting from speakers of various languages their intuitionson the important features behind their verbs, as well as their labellings of various commonsituations. Besides providing training data, this process also serves to guide our choice ofmodels and to clarify the limits of our schema-based semantics (e.g., for our GET-OBJECTexample, we cannot capture the \avidity" of clutch nor the \rudeness" of grab). From thepsycholinguistics literature we hope to extract an informative story on the developmentof hand-action skills, the order of acquisition of hand-action verbs, and any interestingconnections between the two.Lastly, we are working on a solution to the methodological problem of how to collecttraining data and how to evaluate the success of our models. Line drawings were an idealsolution for Regier's system; unfortunately, the action-orientation of our task seems torequire a robot for this purpose. Furthermore, our claim that details of human movementare germane to verb semantics seems to require more robotic sophistication than currentlyexists. We have found a compromise solution, however, in an existing simulation packagetailored to animating human body motions. We are currently working on mapping ourproposed primitive actions into simulator commands and success here will legitimize ourchosen set of primitive actions as well as provide a suitable environment for judging ourmodels' abilities to both label and generate behavior.4.2 Metaphor4.2.1 IntroductionThis project attempts to build a computational model of the semantic structure of causalnarratives. The input is taken from newspaper stories in the domains of Politics and Eco-nomics, and the proposed system should represent the semantics in a way that can generatecommonsense inferences about the stories.Two observations motivate this project. First, causal narratives from abstract do-mains acquire a signi�cant portion of their semantics from metaphoric mappings to speci�cschemas in the concrete spatial and temporal domains. We postulate therefore, that anadequate representation of the concrete domain is an essential component of modeling thesemantics of these narratives. Recent work in Cognitive Semantics provides good evidencefor this view. In particular, there are proposals for schema-based semantics, as in thecase of Image Schemas (Lako� 1987). The work in Cognitive Semantics, however, lacks acomputational model for such theories. 19



Second, we note that the deep semantics of the causal narratives are dynamic and arisefrom a continuous interaction between input and memory. This enables the high degreeof context sensitivity required since changing input context can dramatically a�ect thecorrelation between input and memory and thereby the set of possible expectations, goals,and inferences. Any representation of the semantics should therefore be of a �ne granularity,be exible and adaptive in the way context a�ects interpretation, and be able to supportconcurrent activities in the memory storage, retrieval, and indexing process.Our observations suggest the use of process semantics (Nielsen et al. 1981) to characterizethe deep semantics of causal narratives. Of special interest to us is the possibility of modelingsuch processes in structured connectionist models (Feldman 1989).This work attempts to develop computational models based on a synthesis from pro-cess theory, insights from structured connectionist systems and from linguistic research onCognitive Semantics to model the commonsense understanding of causal narratives.We �rst illustrate these observations by describing their usage in interpreting a recentnewspaper story. We then describe the status of this e�ort and the problems remaining.Finally the scope of the project is summarized.4.2.2 ExampleConsider the following paragraph that appeared in the New York Times on Sunday, August1, 1993. Britain was deep in recession while Germany was booming three years ago.France kept booming long after Germany sunk into recession. Now France isplunging deeper while Germany hopes it has bottomed out. Britain, which wasable to cut interest rates after leaving the exchange rate mechanism, has beenable to stimulate its economy and has started to emerge from recession.In interpreting the narrative above, there are several aspects to be noted.� Germany, France, and Britain are all conceptualized as persons. This is a fairlycommon occurrence and is based on a conventional metaphoric mapping Country IsMapped As Person.� Economic recession is treated as a feature in a terrain, namely a hole that you cansink into, plunge into, be deep in, emerge from, and a hole which can bottom out. Themapping from an abstract economic state (such as Recession) to a concrete spatiallocation/region is an instance of the metaphoric mapping Abstract State Is Mapped AsSpatial Region. This particular metaphor belongs to a set of inter-related metaphorscalled The Event Structure Metaphor (Lako� 1992).� There is an implied inference about the negative aspects of sinking into holes, and thepositive aspects of booming or emerging out of them. This kind of directional prefer-ence is an instance of a class of orientational metaphors. Notice that this preferencegenerates an implicit goal for any agent, that constrains the possible interpretationsof the input text. 20



� From the fact that the countries are conceptualized as persons, we note the speci�ccausal events that are used in the article, such as sink into, emerge from, plungeinto, stimulate, leave, etc. These are speci�c agent motions in space whose semanticsis based on the manner of motion, the implied or explicit path (such as into), theresultant state (such as increased energy in stimulate) and aspect) (kept boomingversus was booming, started to emerge, has bottomed out, is plunging, etc).4.2.3 Modeling ApproachDescribed below are the inputs and outputs of the proposed model followed by a summaryof the current status of the e�ort.Input/Output� Input.Input sentences are parsed using a probabilistic version of the Construction Gram-mar Interpreter SAL developed by Jurafsky (Jurafsky 1992). We are in the processof enhancing the evidential access and selection of constructions in SAL to includemetaphoric knowledge. Our hypothesis is that metaphors are structures that canpotentially increase the information that a linguistic utterance provides about theagent's world model. We are developing a probabilistic theory formally stating andtesting this hypothesis.The proposed system will also include a lexicon of the relevant action terms and theassociated surface semantic role constraints. We hope to test our theory on examples ofaction terms such as carry, lead, plunge, push, touch, back, cripple, fall, and stumble.� Output.The output of the proposed system will be the set of bindings that result from inter-preting the abstract narrative as a series of mappings to schemas in the spatial andtemporal domain. The mappings make use of metaphors (such as the Event StructureMetaphor) as well as the speci�c process characteristics resulting from the executionof the concrete domain schemas.Current Status Our approach to modeling the on-line narrative interpretation systemis proceeding along the following dimensions.� Representation of the set of conventional metaphors that are relevant in the under-standing of social causality. We are currently designing our interpretation systemusing the Event-structure metaphor system since it is well motivated and �ts a largeportion of our data.5.� Investigation of the use of metaphors to guide on-line interpretation. We have devel-oped a probabilistic theory of metaphor selection, and are are implementing our ideasto enhance an existing construction grammar parser.5Our database comprises of English language newspaper stories from around the world. (Lako� 1992)discusses how the Event-structure metaphor is grounded in our daily experience.21



� Representation of the concrete spatial domain. Apart from the general requirement ofbeing able to model states (with real variables) and transitions (including hierarchicaltransitions) we have identi�ed some speci�c requirements that pertain to modelingconcurrent activation and execution of multiple schemas. These speci�c features areoutlined below.1. Should be able to distinguish enabling of actions from their execution.2. Should support speci�c process primitives such as temporal order, enabling anddisabling, conict, choice/nondeterminism, and covarying actions.3. Should be implemented as a connectionist style of computation (ie. should bebased on �nite state machines, and should use a generalized spreading activationmechanism for inference).The requirements outlined above suggest a net based model of process semantics. Therequirements of learnability and connectionist implementation require us to de�nespecial modi�cations to standard concurrency models (such as Petri Nets and EventLogics (Nielsen et al. 1981)). We have done some preliminary investigation of such amodel by using variant of Petri Nets to model aspectual distinctions made by di�erentlanguages.� Mapping the abstract social domain structures into the relevant concrete spatial andexperiential domain structures. This includes the selection, initialization and execu-tion of speci�c concrete domain schemas. To this end, we have divided the domainschemas into the following categories:{ The World Model. This is the overall model of the characteristics of the spatialdomain. The world simulation comprises of a model of space called a spatial map(that includes relevant terrain features such as holes, bumps, valleys, etc.). Theproposed world model also includes an agent that moves through the spatial mapa�ected by various agent initiated as well as external forces (gravity, wind, andfriction).{ The Body Model. The body model comprises of a schema that models vari-ous body parts, spatial relations between these parts, and various postural con-straints (based on relevant joint location, force and motion constraints). Weassume a CSG model of the body along with a discrete event characterization ofthe dynamics is su�cient for our purpose.{ The Social Cognition Model. The social cognition model pertains to speci�cfamily and social relationship schemas. The various aspects of this model arecurrently being developed.We are currently building a simulation of the agent's world model to demonstrate ourideas concerning metaphoric mapping and inference. Consequently, our current focusis on representing the Event-structure metaphor, its use in on-line interpretation, andthe inferences obtainable from its source domain (agent motions in space). We believethat a successful model of this mapping can be extended to cover the other concretedomains and their associated abstract domain projections as well.22



4.2.4 SummaryThis project proposes to investigate some new ideas for modeling the understanding ofnarratives such as newspaper stories involving political or economic causation. The centralnovel ideas proposed here are1. A computational model of narrative understanding by metaphoric mapping from ab-stract domains, such as politics and economics to the concrete spatial domain. Weclaim that such a mapping process constrains acceptable parses of an input sentence.We are testing our theory by implementing metaphor integration and selection in anexisting construction grammar parser.2. The translation of the metaphoric interpretation process into multiple, executing mod-els or schemas. This allows for a single system to be query answering, generative andcapable of counterfactual reasoning.3. The grounding of the deep semantics of the abstract causal terms in body-based activemodels.5 Synthesis and ConclusionThe theme of this issue is that much can be gained from considering vision and naturallanguage processing problems together. The L0 project has extended this idea to encompasslearning and, more recently, motor control and metaphorical inference. We believe that wehave already shown that this broad approach can yield valuable insights and, somewhatsurprisingly, practical applications as well. We began by looking hard at the task of �rstlanguage acquisition in the domain of simple 2D geometric scenes. This task divided cleanlyinto a concept learning problem and one of inducing grammars from sample sentences.Notice that both sub-problems span issues in learning, language, and spatial representation.Despite considerable initial success, we were unable to extend our paradigm to encompasssimple spatial inferences that should be part of knowing the meaning of a term. Currentwork aims at developing representations capable of supporting learning and inference andalso usable as a base for metaphoric mappings from other domains.Another interesting aspect of the work to date is the range of methodologies used.Although we were originally inclined to attack the L0 task with connectionist methods onall fronts, we quickly conceded to ourselves that that was not realistic, at least not given thecurrent state of the �eld. The initial L0 testbed (Feldman et al. 1990b) relied on traditionalsymbolic AI methods for purposes of rapid prototyping. The grammar learning projectstarted out connectionist (Stolcke 1990), but eventually adopted a probabilistic frameworkwhich was thought to provide more versatile representations while still capturing the `softcomputation' aspects of the problem. The spatial semantics learning project has remainedthe most purely connectionist. The current projects are informed by, but not in any waycommitted to connectionist solutions.66We might add that the methodological development of the L0 project is somewhat symptomatic ofconnectionist research as a whole during recent years.23



The entire L0 project should be viewed as part of a larger movement to develop agrounded and uni�ed cognitive science. We start with the assumption that cognitive sci-ence, like other sciences, should be grounded and that base for the grounding must be thephysical and biological sciences. The ultimate determiner of our minds is the situation ofour existence, co-existence, and evolution on the planet. Most importantly, we claim thattaking this stance seriously now can lead to a uni�ed and more productive cognitive science.The paradigm example of what we have in mind is the work on color-terms in the world'slanguages and its basis in physiology and psychophysics. Decades of work by people from awide range of disciplines has produced an understanding of this (admittedly very narrow)aspect of cognition that seems as solid and incontestable as any in the sciences (Berlin &Kay 1969). Our belief is that this paradigm can be extended, albeit with enormous e�ort,to yield a cognitive science that will establish a continually growing body of establishedscienti�c truth.The central idea is to take very seriously the notion that all of our concepts and cognitiveprocesses have their roots in the nature of our bodies and brains. The color story providesa clear, albeit deceptively simple, version of the fruitfulness of this approach. There are avariety of existing projects that are providing pieces of similar stories in other basic domains.Connectionist models provide a scienti�c language for linking concrete concepts to the body.The path to treating more abstract domains is being explored in studies of metaphor andother mappings from abstract to concrete representations.This is not to suggest that everyone should immediately start working at the founda-tional level. No �eld has ever developed this way. What is crucial is to recognize that thereis an incontestable core of science on which all cognitive theories must eventually be based.It is always relevant to ask the current state of the grounding and it is necessary to beskeptical when no answer is forthcoming.ReferencesBerlin, Brent, & Paul Kay, 1969. Basic color terms: Their universality and evolution.University of California Press, Berkeley.Brugman, Claudia, 1983. The use of body-part terms as locatives in chalcatongo mixtec.in Report No. 4 of the Survey of California and other Indian Languages, pp. 235-90.University of California, Berkeley.Feldman, Jerome A. 1989. Neural representation of conceptual knowledge. In Neu-ral Connections, Mental Computation, ed. by Lynn Nadel et al., 68{103. Cambridge,Mass.: MIT Press.||, George Lakoff, Andreas Stolcke, & Susan Hollbach Weber. 1990a. Minia-ture language acquisition: A touchstone for cognitive science. In Proceedings of the12th Annual Conference of the Cognitive Science Society , 686{693, MIT, Cambridge,Mass.||, Susan Hollbach Weber, & Andreas Stolcke. 1990b. A testbed for the minia-ture language L0. In Proceedings of the 5th Rocky Mountain Conference on Arti�cialIntelligence, 25{30, New Mexico State University, Las Cruces, N.M.24
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